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matic Corporation, Beloit, Wis., a corporation of 
Wisconsin 

Filed July 27, 1961, Ser. No. 127,326 
22 Claims. (Cl. 221-103) 

This invention relates to an apparatus for vending 
newspapers, magazines and the like. 
An important object of this invention is to provide` an 

improved method and apparatus for dispensing news 
papers, magazines and the like off a stack, and which will 
reliably effect dispensing of papers having widely dif 
ferent thickness. 
A more particular object of this invention is to provide 

a method and apparatus for dispensing newspapers, maga 
zines and the like in which a feed finger is impaled into 
the end paper on a stack while the end paper is compacted, 
to provide a controlled depth of penetration of the feed 
finger into the end paper, and the pressure on the end 
paper is thereafter relieved to facilitate sliding of the end 
paper oif the stack by the impaled feed finger. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a ma 

chine for vending magazines, newspapers and the like hav 
ing an improved arrangement for moving the end paper 
otf the stack with a twisting motion to separate the end 
paper from the remainder of the stack. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a ma 
chine for vending newspapers, magazines and the like 
having an improved apparatus for advancing a stack of 
papers to the dispensing mechanism, which stack advanc 
ing means maintains a substantially constant pressure be 
tween the end paper and the dispensing mechanism, and 
which stack advancing means can be easily retracted for 
loading a new stack thereon using only one hand. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
machine for dispensing magazines, newspapers and the 
like, and which is arranged to lock the end paper on the 
stack against movement, except during operation of the 
dispensing mechanism during aV normal dispensing cycle, 
to thereby prevent robbing of papers from the machine. 

Yet another object of this invention is to provide a 
machine for vending magazines, newspapers and the like, 
which machine supports a display paper separate from 
the main stack of papers and in a position to enable easy 
viewing of the display paper, and wherein mechanism is 
provided for automatically dispensing the display paper 
after the last paper has been dispensed from the stack of 
papers in the machine. 
An additional object of this invention is to provide a 

coin operated vending machine for dispensing magazines, 
newspapers and the like and which will automatically 
block introduction of coins into the machine whenever 
the dispensing mechanism is not in its proper position 
and also when the last paper has been dispensed from the 
machine. 
The vending machine of the present invention is char 

acterized by the provision of a sharpened feed iinger 
which is arranged to impale the end paper on the stack 
to move the end paper of the stack. 
An important feature of the present invention resides 

in the provision of means for compacting the end paper 
during impaling of the feed finger therein to provide a 
controlled depth of penetration of the feed ñnger into the 
end paper and apparatus for automatically shifting the 
dispensing mechanism and the stack of papers away from 
each other during a dispensing cycle a distance suiiicient 
to at least partially relieve the pressure on the end paper, 
to thereby facilitate sliding of the end paper olf the stack. 

Another feature of this invention resides in the arrange 
ment of the path of movement of the feed ñnger laterally 
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offset from the center of the stack to move the end paper 
relative to the stack with a twisting motion, and a presser 
finger which engages the stack at a suitable point to form 
a pivot point for the end paper as it is moved relative to 
the stack with the twisting motion. 

Another feature of this invention resides in the provi 
sion of a tray for supporting the stack of papers and 
tension springs for elevating the tray and the stack of 
papers to the dispensing mechanism, and which springs 
are arranged to apply a lifting force to the tray which 
progressively decreases as the stack of papers is depleted 
and which is suñicient to counterbalance the tray and the 
stack of papers and press the end paper at the top of the 
stack against the dispensing mechanism with a light pres 
sure suiiicient to compact the end paper. 
A further feature of this invention» resides in the provi 

sion of a stop pin for holding the end paper to prevent 
robbing of the papers, and mechanism operated by the 
dispensing mechanism for automatically moving the stop 
pin out of engagement with the end paper during a dis 
pensing cycle. 
An additional feature of this invention resides in the 

provision of apparatus for supportino a display paper 
separate from the stack of papers, and apparatus operated 
after the last paper has been dispensed from the stack and 
responsive to operation of the dispensing mechanism in 
normal fashion to automatically dispense the display 
paper. 

Still another feature of this invention resides in the pro 
vision of a coin control apparatus for the dispensing 
mechanism in which operation of the dispensing mecha 
nism actuates the coin control apparatus to determine the 
presence of the coin or coins of proper denomination; the 
coin apparatus locks the dispensing mechanism against 
movement in the absence of the proper coins; the dis 
pensing mechanism releases the coins from the coin con 
trol mechanism if the proper coins are present; and the 
dispensing mechanism operates to prevent the introduc 
tion of coins during a dispensing cycle and also after the 
last paper has been discharged from the machine. 

These, together with various ancillary objects and ad 
vantages of this invention will be more readily appreciated 
as -the same becomes better understood by references 
to the following detailed description when taken in con 
nection with accompanying drawings wherein: 

FIG. l is a front view of the machine with parts broken 
away land show-n in section to illustrate details of con 
struction; 
FIG. 2 is :a vertical sectional view through the machine 

taken on the plane 2~2 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is an end view of the machine, with the housing 

broken away to illustrate the parts of the mechanism; 
FIG. 4 is a top view of the dispensing machine with 

the top ̀ 'of the housing removed; 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary vertical» sectional view taken 

on the plane 5_5 of FIG. 4; 
àFItG. 6 is a fragmentary vertical view taken on the 

plane 6_6 of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 7 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view taken 

on the plane 7-7 of FIG. 4; 
(FIG. 8 is `a diagrammatic view illustrating the appa 

ratus for dispensing the display newspaper after the last 
paper has been dispensed from the stack; 

FIGS. 9 and 10 are fragmentary vertical sectional views 
taken on the plane 9--9` of FIG. 4, and illustrating the 
dispensing mechanism in different moved positions there 
of; and 

FIGS. 1l and l2 `are fragmentary views illustrating 
the apparatus for closing the coin slot, in different moved 
positions thereof. 
The vending machine of the present invention is gen 
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erally adapted for dispensing newspapers, magazines and 
the like, hereinafter generally referred to as papers. The 
vending machine is enclosed in a housing and, advan 
tageously, the housing includes an outer shell having a 
bottom 20, a top 21, spaced sides 22 and a rear wall 23. 
An inner frame, forming part of the housing, is provided 
for supporting the various parts of the dispensing ma 
chine and the inner frame is preferably arranged for 
insertion and removal as a unit from the outer shell. 
As shown, the inner frame includes spaced side walls 25 
and 26, a bottom wall 27 and a top dispensing panel 28 
extending between the side walls and spaced below the 
top of the outer shell, to separate the outer shell into an 
upper compartment for receiving the dispensing mech 
anism and a lower compartment for storing papers. A 
front panel 29 extends upwardly from the forward edge 
of the panel 28 and across the upper portion of the outer 
shell to form a closure therefor. A door designated 
generally by the numeral 3G is hingedly yattached to one 
side wall of the outer shell by a hinge 30’ and is arranged 
when closed, to extend across the open front face thereof 
as is clearly shown in FIG. 1. The upper edge of the 
door 30 is spaced below the panel 28 to form a dispens 
ing opening 31 therebetween and a rain shield or deflector 
32 is attached to the upper edge of the front panel 29 and 
extends downwardly and outwardly over the dispensing 
opening ‘31 to inhibit the entrance of rain, snow and the 
like. With this arrangement, the door 30 can be swung 
open about its hinge 30’ and the inner frame then inserted 
or withdrawn as a unit from the outer shell. Any suit 
able means, not shown, may be provided for locking 
the inner frame to the outer shell to prevent unauthorized 
removal of the same. 
The dispensing mechanism 35 is of the type disclosed 

in the applicant’s copending application for “Vending 
Machine,” filed June 3, 1957, Serial No. 663,126, now 
Patent No. 3,023,928. The dispensing mechanism is 
mounted on the top dispensing panel 28 and in general 
includes a feed finger 36 which is mounted lfor movement 
toward and laway from the dispensing opening 31 and 
which is extended through a slot 37 in the panel to 
impale the end paper on the stack and advance the 
same toward the dispensing opening. As shown, the 
feed finger i36 is attached to a feed arm 38, and which 
arm is pivotaly mounted ion a pin 39 at the end thereof 
remote from the feed finger. The arm supports the 
feed finger for movement in a plane transverse to the 
panel 2S, to permit extension and retraction of the feed 
finger through the slot 37 and, as best shown in FIG. 4, 
a spring 41 is disposed around the pin 39 and has one 
end thereof engaging the arm and the other end engaging 
a set screw 43 on a collar 44 carried by the pin. The 
spring 41 normally urges the arm downwardly to extend 
the feed finger through the slot 37, and the collar 44 
and set screw 43 are angularly adjustable on the pin to 
adjust the pressure applied by the spring. The pin 39 
is attached to -a carriage 45, and which carriage has 
guides 46 on the underside thereof (see FIGS. 5 and 6) 
which are slidably mounted in a trackway 47. The 
trackway 47 is conveniently secured to a tray 48 which is 
preferably removably attached to the panel 28 as by 
fasteners 49. The trackway 47 supports the carriage for 
reciprocation toward iand away from the dispensing open 
ing and, conveniently, a second trackway 51 (FIGS. 4 
and 5) is mounted on the tray and slidably receives a 
follower 52 attached to the pin 39 to inhibit tilting of 
the carriage. 
The carriage y45 is yieldably urged in a direction away 

from the dispensing opening by a spring 54 having one 
end attached by a bracket 55' to the carriage and the 
other end attached by `a bracket 56 to the tray 48. An 
element 57 is attached to the carriage and extends through 
an opening 57’ in the front panel 29 of the housing and 
has a knob 58 at its outer end for manually drawing the 
carriage toward the dispensing opening, to thereby move 
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A 
the ̀ feed finger through a dispensing stroke. The element 
57 is advantageously in the form of a multi-stranded cable 
having a sufficient rigidity to normally maintain the sub 
stantially straight line configuration best shown in FIG. 
6, and which cable is nevertheless sufi’iciently fiexible to 
withstand substantial bending without permanent defor 
mation or damage. The cable preferably has `a lost 
motion connection to the carriage and, as shown in FIG. 
6, `a collar 59 is attached to the cable as by a set screw 
59', and a spring 61 is interposed between the carriage 
and the collar to yieldably urge the collar against the 
forward end of the carriage. A ratchet bar 62, best 
shown in FIGS. 4 and 7, is mounted on the tray 48 and 
a pawl 163 is swingably mounted on the pin 39 attached 
to the carriage. The pawl 63 cooperates with the ratchet 
bar 62 to prevent retrograde movement of the carriage 
after the carriage has begun its forward or dispensing 
stroke, and to also prevent retrograde movement of the 
carriage `after the carriage has begun its return stroke, 
to thereby prevent an operator from oscillating the car 
riage intermediate the ends of its stroke in an attempt to 
withdraw more than one paper at a time. As previously 
described, the collar 59 on the element 57 engages the 
carriage so that the carriage is positively moved forward 
when the knob 58 is pulled, to thereby move the feed 
finger forwardly through a dispensing stroke. Since the 
element 57 has a lost-motion connection to the carriage, 
inward pushing of the knob 58 cannot return the carriage, 
until after the carriage has been moved through its full 
dispensing stroke, and has reached its full forward posi 
tion. At that time, the spring 54 is Ioperative to retract 
the carriage. Since the element 57 is laterally flexible, 
the machine cannot be damaged by lateral pressure ap 
plied to the knob 58, and cannot cause injury to someone 
passing the machine in the event the operator element 
is allowed to remain in its extended position and projects 
forwardly of the machine. 
The feed arm 38 has a cam follower 65 on the end 

adjacent the feed finger 36 and a cam track 66 is at 
tached to the tray 35 alongside the feed slot 37 for posi 
tively extending the feed finger through the slot to there 
by impale the end paper with a controlled depth of pene 
tration. As best shown in FIG. 2, the cam follower 65 
on the »feed ar-m is normally supported on a ledge 64 at 
one end of the cam track 66. The cam track y66 has a 
cam face 67 adjacent its rear end inclined downwardly 
and forwardly to positively force the cam follower and 
the feed finger 36 downwardly, during movement of the 
feed finger toward the dispensing opening, as shown in 
FIG. 9. During the dispensing stroke, the follower rides 
on the ̀ dwell portion at the underside of the cam track and 
the length of the feed finger 36 is selected so that the 
feed finger extends a preselected distance, for example 
about 3A@ of an inch, below the underside of the panel 
28 and into the top paper therebelow. A cam plate 69 
is provided at the forward end of the cam track and ex 
tends forwardly and upwardly to retract the feed finger 
out of the slot. The cam plate 69 is yieldably urged 
against the underside of the cam track 66 by a spring 
71 (FIG. 2) so that, during movement of the feed finger 
away from the dispensing opening, the cam follower is 
lguided onto the dwell portion at the upperside of the 
cam track as best shown in FIG. 10. The cam face 
67 is advantageously formed with a relatively sharp nose 
67' to produce relatively rapid impaling 0f the feed 
dinger in the upper paper to thereby minimize tearing of 
the paper as the feed finger enters the same. 
As disclosed in the aforementioned application, the feed 

slot 37 and the single feed finger 36 are advantageously 
located at a point laterally offset from the center of the 
stack of papers so that the feed finger moves the end 
paper off` the stack with a “twisting” motion. 11n ac 
cordance with the present invention, a presser finger 73 
is mounted to extend through an opening 74 in the panel 
23 at a point laterally offset to the other side of the 
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center of the stack. The presser iinger is yieldably urged 
into engagement with the en-d paper in the stack, in a 
manner described hereinafter, and inhibits sliding move 
ment of the paper at that point so that the paper tends 
lto pivot or twist relative to the stack about the presser 
ringer as the -feed `iin-ger moves the other end of the paper 
toward the dispensing opening. The presser finger thus 
aids in assuring movement of the end paper with a twisting 
motion relative to the stack, and which twisting motion 
aids in breaking the bond between the end paper and the 
paper adjacent thereto to the end that only one paper is 
dispensed at a time. 
The stack of newspapers, designated generally by the 

letter N, is supported on a tray 7 6 and provision is, made 
for advancing the tray toward the panel 23 with the face 
of the end paper in the stack engaging the panel. The 
newspapers are stacked on the tray with the folded edges 
thereof located remote from the dispensing opening. 
When papers are stacked with all of their folds located 
adjacent one side of the stack, the folds to build up to 
a somewhat greater depth than the remainder of the 
paper and, accordingly, the rear portion 7‘7 of the tray ’76 
is oifset below the body ofthe tray, as shown in FIGS. 2, 9 
and l0, «sufficient to accommodate the increased bulk of 
the folds in the complete stack. `In addition, the tray 
is formed with a top face ‘78 which has a convex con 
figuration from `front to rear as shown in the aforemen 
tioned figures, with the apex of the convex portion of the 
tray located slightly forwardly of the cam face 57 on 
the cam track de: Straps 79 extend from opposite ends 
of the tray 76 and through a guide slot 8l in the re 
spective end wall 25 and 26, and slotted reinforcing bars 
82 '(FiG. 3) are attached to the side walls around the 
guide slots 3l to laterally guide the tray during move 
ment thereof toward and away from the panel 2S. The 
tray is conveniently maintained in a position generally 
parallel to the panel 23, as it moves toward and away 
therefrom, by front and rear sets of articulated bars 
forming front and rear lazy-tongs type assemblies desig 
nated generally by the numeral >85. As shown, one end 
of each of the lazy-tongs assemblies is connected by 
braclcets S6 and 87 to the tray and the other end of each 
assembly is connected by brackets 88 and 89 to the bot 
tom wall 27. The front and rear 'lazy-tongs assemblies 
are connected by tie bars 91 (see FIG. 2) to eñect ele 
vating and lowering o-f «the front and rear ends of the tray 
in unison. 
The tray '76 is yieidably urged upwardly toward the 

panel 28 with a controlled pressure suiiicient to counter 
balance the weight of the tray and the stack of papers 
thereon and to additionally press'the Itop paper against 
the underside of the panel with a slight pressure suilicient 
to compact the top paper. As shown, a tension spring 
93 is provided at each end of the tray. One end of each 
spring 93 is attached to an offset portion 9dr on the strap 
'79 and the other end of each spring is attached to a re 
spective ar-m S‘S. The arms l95’ are normaliy disposed 
in a raised position as shown in tFiG. 3. When the 
tray ‘76 is in its lowermost posit-ion and `supports a full 
stack of papers, the springs 93 are extended a maximum 
amount, the extension decreasing as the stack of papers 
is depleted and the tray moves upwardly. The springs 
93 are selected in accordance with the weight of the full 
stack of papers to be handled by the machine, to over 
balance the Weight of the full stack of paper-s when the 
tray is in its lowermost position by an amount suiiicient 
to lightly press the top paper against the panel, and to 
apply a progressively decreasing press-ure to the tray as 
the stack of papers is depleted an-d the tray moves up 
wardly until the tray reaches a substantially fully ele 
vated position with only one paper on the tray. At that 
time, the springs are arranged to apply only a very light 
upward pressure to the tray suthoient to compact the top 
paper. vln the embodiment shown, an auxiliary spring 
98 is provided between the bars 9i on the lazy-tongs 
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6 
assembly 4S5, and which auxiliary spring is selected to 
substantially counterbalance the weight of the tray and 
lazy-tongs. Alternatively, the spring 9S could be omitted 
and the strength of the springs increased to also counter 
balance the weight of the tray and lazy-tongs assemblies. 
The arms 9'5 are supported for vertical swinging move 

ment on trunnions 102 rotatably supported in the side 
walls 25 and 26, and generally L-shaped levers 163 are 
non-rotatably secured to trunnions 162 and disposed at 
the inn-er sides of the side walls. The levers 1% extend 
downwardly along the inner -faces of the side walls Z5 
and 26 and are interconnected at their lower ends by a 
cross bar 104 (FIG. 2) which extends across the lower 
port-ion of the housing adjacent the front side thereof. 
A sleeve like handle i615 is rotatably supported on the 
bar ith-î» `for turning relative thereto and latches 105- are 
attached to the sleeve handle for movement therewith 
and cooperate with keepers MP7 on the bottom wall «2,7 to 
latch the levers in the position shown in FIG. 2. A 
spring 103 is disposed around the bar 194 and engages 
the levers w3 and the latches litio to yieldingly urge 
the latch-es in a counterclockwise direction as viewed in 
PEG. 2 to their latched position and a stop §99 is pro 
vided on each lever to engage the latches as shown in 
FlG. 2. Thus, the sleeve handle 16S can be grasped by 
one han-d andV turned slightly in a clockwise direction to 
release the latches itin, and the handle then pulled out 
wardly to swing the levers 163 about the trunnions 102 
to thereby lower the arms and the tray 76. After the 
stack of papers has been positioned on the tray, the 
handle 1%5 is pushed downwardly to return the levers 
to the position shown in FiG. 2, at which time the latchesV 
1&6 engage the keepers 167 to ‘latch the arms in their 
raised position. in order to l.facilitate raising of the arms 
d5 in progressive fashion against the tension of the ele 
vatins spring 93', a pawl 1li is provided on each arm 
and cooperates with a toothed sector plate i12 disposed 
concentric with the trunnions MP2. The pawls lll op-V 
crate to prevent retrograde movement of the arms dur 
ing raising of the arms. 
An important »feature of the present invention resides 

in the provision of mechanism for partially relieving 
the pressure between the end paper in the stack and the 
top dispensing panel 23, after the feed fingers 36 have 
been impaled into the end paper, to lthereby facilitate 
subsequent sliding of the end paper off the end of the 
stack. As previously described, the tray moves upwardly 
as the stack of papers thereon is depleted. Apparatus 
is provided for engaging the tray and» yshifting it down 
wardly a preselected distance from its previous position, 
after the feed tinger has been impaled into the end paper. 
As best shown in FIG. 3, a toothed bar lili- is disposed 
alongside the vertically extending guideway Sil on the 
panel 25'. A pawl M5 is mounted on the strap 79, and 
the bar lid is mounted by means of pins M6 and angu 
lated guideways il? for movement sequentially to the left 
into engagement with the pawl and then downwardly, 
to shirt the pawl downwardly in response to downward 
movement of the bar M4. The bar M4 is normally urgedv 
upwardiy and to the right by diagonally extending ten 
sion springs 118 .and M9. In the Áfor-m shown, a lever 
lZil is pivotally mounted lintermediate its ends by a pin 
122 on brackets ll23 attached to the panel 28. The outer 
end of the lever 15.21 engages` the upper end of the bar 
illit- for moving the latter downwardly, and means re 
sponsive to movement of «the feed linger through a dis 
pensing stroke is provided for elevating the inner end of 
the lever. 
As shown in FIG. 3, the nose portion 115 of the pawl is 

normally spaced a slight distance from the toothed bar 
M4 and, when the bar is moved downwardly, the angu 
lated slots 117 and pins M6 sequentially move the bar 
into engagement with the pawl 115 and thereafter move 
the pawl downwardly to depress the tray 76. The pawl is 
preferably supported for limited lateral shifting movement, 
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as by the pin and slot construction 12-5 and 1126 shown 
in FIG. 3, to accommodate the lateral movement of the 
bar 114 after the bar engages the pawl. A spring 127 
is provided to maintain a yieldable pressure between the 
pawl and the toothed bar, after lthe bar has been moved 
into engagement with the pawl. 
The lever 121 is operated in response to movement of 

the feed finger through a dispensing stroke and for this 
purpose an arm 131 is mounted on the carriage for ver 
tical swinging movement. The arm is conveniently 
mounted on the pin 39 and has a forked forward end 
132 arranged to engage a finger 133 on the inner end of 
the lever 1121 as the carriage 45 is moved forwardly in a 
dispensing stroke. The arm 131 swings upwardly as 
the carriage moves forwardly, to rapidly elevate the inner 
end of the lever 121. The initial upward movement of 
the inner end of the lever 121 accommodates the ‘lost 
motion between the outer end of the lever 121 and the 
bar 114, and also the lost-motion which occurs during 
lateral shifting of the bar 114 into engagement with the 
pawl 115, and the parts are so arranged that the lever 
121 does not produce substantial downward shifting 
movement of the tray 76 until after the rfeed finger en 
gages the cam face `67 and is forceably impaled in the 
compacted end paper on the stack. Thereafter, further 
`forward movement of the carriage advances the feed 
finger toward the dispensing opening and simultaneously 
elevates Ithe inner end of the lever 121 to depress the 
bar 114 and the tray 76» a distance sufficient to at least 
partially relieve the pressure between the end paper and 
the panel. Since the folded papers are somewhat 
“spongy” they tend to expand slightly when the pressure 
is relieved so that the end paper does not drop away 
from the panel. In order to prevent movement of the 
tray back toward the panel, before the completion of 
the dispensing stroke, a cam plate 135 is mounted on the 
carriage 45 for movement therewith and the upper edge 
thereof extends substantially tangent to the path of move 
ment of -the finger 133 on the lever 121, to thereby sup 
port the lever in its fully raised position as shown in 
FiG. 10. As will be noted, the finger 133 rides along 
the upper edge of the cam plate 135 and, in the par 
ticular -form shown, the forked end of the lever is rela 
tively short because of the limited overhead clearance 
so that the linger 133 passes completely out of the 4forked 
end. A spring 136 is preferably attached to the finger 
133 and to the arm 131 to aid in guiding the finger back 
into the `forked end of the arm during return movement 
of the carriage. In the present vending machine wherein 
the feed finger engages the end paper relatively closer 
to one end of the stack than the other, to move the end 
paper with a “twisting” motion, it is advantageous to 
provide a single tray shifting means at the end of the 
stack closest to the feed finger. With this arrangement, 
the end of the tray adjacent the feed finger will be de 
pressed to a somewhat greater extent than the other end, 
as shown in phantom lines in FIG. 5, to further facili 
tate movement of the end paper with a “twisting” motion. 

In order to prevent unauthorized wi-thdrawal of the 
papers from the stack througth the dispensing opening 
31, a stop apparatus is provided for positively anchoring 
the top paper against movement off the stack and for 
releasing the top paper only »during movement of the dis 
pensing finger in a dispensing stroke. As shown, a stop 
pin 141 is mounted as by an arm 142 `for movement 
through the forward end of the slot 37 in the panel 28, 
into and out of position in front of the papers at the 
upper end of the stack. The arm 142 is conveniently 
pivotally mounted as by a bracket 143 at the end remote 
from the stop pin 141, and the arm is urged downwardly 
as by gravity until a support pin 1'44 engages the ledge 
6‘4 to support the arm 142 in the position shown in FIG. 
2 in front of the stack of papers N. 
The stop pin 141 is elevated out of position in front of 

the stack during movement of the feed finger 36 in a 
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dispensing stroke, by means of a latch which is mounted 
by pins 149 and 150 on the lever 142 for limited lateral 
shifting movement relative thereto. As best shown in 
yFÍG. 5, the latch has a portion 14S’ that overlies the 
lever 142 and is »disposed in the path of movement of 
the finger 133 on the lever 121 so that the stop arm 142 
is elevated when the inner end of the lever 121 is ele 
vated during a dispensing stroke. For reasons set forth 
hereinafter, the nose portion 148' of the latch is nor 
mally spaced above the finger 133 a yshort distance to 
prevent elevating of the stop pin during the initial for 
ward movement of the carriage 45. After a preselected 
forward movement of the carriage 45, the finger 133 on 
the lever 121 engages the latch 148 to elevate the stop pin 
141 as shown in FIG, 9. The arrangement is made such 
that the stop pin 141 is elevated to completely clear the 
top paper in 4the stack at about the time the feed finger 
36 .moves past the cam surface 67 and impales the end 
paper, to prevent interference with the normal dispensing 
movement of the end paper. The finger 133 on the lever 
121 moves in an arcuate path about the pivot pin 121 as 
the lever is eleva-ted, and the finger 133 and latch 148 
are arranged so that the finger moves out of engagement 
with the latch after the feed finger 36 has moved the 
end paper a short distance such as three-fourths inch 
relative to the stack. At that time, the stop pin 141 drops 
back and rides on the end paper as shown in FIG. l0 
during the remainder of the dispensing stroke. Thus, 
as soon as the end paper is moved completely off the 
stack, the stop pin can return to the position shown in 
FIG. 2 to prevent withdrawal of subsequent papers, ex 
cept by operation of the dispensing mechanism during 
a normal dispensing cycle. When the lever 121 is re 
turned to its lower position at the completion of the dis 
pensing cycle, the finger 133 engages the cam face on the 
upper edge of the latch to shift the latch laterally and 
permit the finger 133 to move past the same. 

In order to prevent excessively rapid operation of the 
dispensing mechanism which may cause the feed finger 
36 to tear the paper instead of dispensing the same, a 
dash-pot type governor is connected to the carriage. As 
shown, the dash-pot includes a cylinder 152 conveniently 
attached to the front panel 29, a piston 153 in the cylin 
der and a rod 154 connecting the piston to the cam plate 
135 on the carriage 45. As shown in FIGS. 4 and 10, 
the rod 154 is shaped to clear the lever 121 in all posi 
tions of the carriage. 
A dispensing gate 156 is mounted on a rod 157 in the 

dispensing opening 31, for movement into and out of 
a position substantially closing the dispensing opening, 
to inhibit the introduction of a hand, a wire or similar 
device for withdrawing papers from the machine without 
operating the vending mechanism. The rod 157 has 
a lateral finger 158 (FIG. 3) at one end, and a locking 
arm 159 is arranged for engagement with the finger 158 
to lock the gate 156 against opening, except during an 
actual dispensing operation. As best shown in FIG. 4, 
the arm 159 has a laterally extending trunnion portion 
161 which extends through the end wall 26 and is rotata 
bly supported in a bracket 162 on the top panel 23 for 
movement about a generally horizontal axis parallel to 
the front of the machine. A crank 163 is eccentrically 
connected to the other end of the trunnion 161, and the 
crank overlies a lever 164 which extends parallel to the 
path of movement of the carriage 45 and is pivotally 
mounted by a pin 165 adjacent its rear end remote from 
the crank 163. As best shown in FIG. '7, the lever 164 
overlies a roller 151 which is mounted on the pin 39 
for movement with the carriage, and the lever 164 has 
a downwardly inclined cam face 166 at its underside which 
merges with a generally straight dwell portion 167. The 
roller is arranged to engage the cam face 166 as the car 
riage and feed finger are moved forwardly in a dispensing 
stroke, to thereby elevate the lever 164 and to maintain 
the same elevated during the remainder of the forward 
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dispensing stroke. As the lever is elevated, the crank 
163 is raised from the solid line position shown in FIG. 7 
to the dotted line position shown therein to thereby move 
the arm 159 out of engagement with the linger 158 and 
allow the gate 156 to open. Conveniently, the length 
ot the linger 158 is made sulliciently long to just slightly 
overbalance the gate 156 to normally urge the gate to its 
closed position. 

Provision is made for mounting a display newspaper in 
the housing and, as best shown in FIG. 1, the door 3i? 
is formed with a display opening 171 which is closed 
as by a transparent panel 172. A paper receiving pocket 
is provided at the rear side of the door for supporting 
a paper behind the display opening and, as shown, in 
cludes a rear panel 173 and spaced side panels 174 and 
175. A gate or closure 17% is provided at the bottom of 
the pocket for supporting the paper therein and the gate 
is hingedly mounted by a hinge 179 for swinging move 
ment into and out of its closed position best shown in 
FIG. 2. A latch is provided for releasably holding the 
gate in its closed position and includes a bar 181 mounted 
for limited sliding movement by pins 132 on the end 
panel 174 of the pocket (see FIGS. 1 and S). The latch 
has a linger 183 at its lower end which is arranged to 
engage a keeper 124 on the gate 178, to latch the same 
against opening, when the bar 131 is in its lowered 
position. 

Apparatus is provided for automatically moving the 
latch bar 151 to a position releasing the gate 178 in re 
sponse to movement of the dispensing mechanism through 
a dispensing stroke, after the last paper has been dis 
pensed from the stack, to thereby dispense the display 
paper ~from the door. The previously described presser 
linger 73 is advantageously employed to also function as 
a detector to determine when the last paper is dispensed 
from the stack. As best shown in FIGS. 4 and 8, the 
linger 73 is supported by an arm 186, and which arm 
is mounted for vertical swinging movement in a bracket 
157 attached to the front panel 29 of the inner frame. 
The arm 155 underlies a rod 188 which, as shown in 
FIGS. l and 4, extends generally parallel to the front 
of the vending machine. The rod 138 is loosely sup 
ported at one end for turning and limited swinging move 
ment in a bracket 189 and the other end of the rod is 
supported for vertical sliding movement in a slot 191 
formed in a bracket 192. The rod 18S has an eccentric 
crank 193 at the end adjacent the latch bar 181. As 
best shown in FIGS. 1 and 8, the latch bar 131 has a 
lateral projection 194 at its upper end which is movable 
into and out of an opening 195 in the side wall 25 as 
the door is swung between an open and closed position. 
A bar 196 is mounted as by pins 197 on the end panel 25 
for limited' sliding movement, and the bar has a hook 
portion 198 at one end which underlies the lateral por 
tion 194 on the latch bar, and a lateral projection 19S` 
at its upper end which overlies the crank 193. 
When one or more papers remains on the tray '79, the 

top paper engages the presser linger 73 to support the 
linger and arm 126 in its raised position shown in FIG. l. 
The arm 135, when raised, supports the rod 188 in the 
elevated position shown, and the rod 153 has a lateral 
linger 2r‘l1 which extends downwardly therefrom. The 
linger 291 is arranged to terminate above the path of 
travel of the carriage 45 when the rod 18h is in its raised 
position, and to project into the path of travel ot the 
carriage when the rod moves downwardly in response to 
exhaustion of the stack of papers on the tray. As best 
shown in FIG. l, the linger 2&1 terminates above the 
bracket 55 when the rod is raised and, when the arm 185 
and rod 188 move downwardly in response to exhaustion 
of the stack of papers on the tray, the linger 232 projects 
into the path of movement of the bracket 55 on the car 
riage. During the subsequent operation of the carriage 
through a dispensing stroke, the bracket 55 engages the 
finger 291 and turns the rod d8 through an angle in 
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a counter-clockwise direction indicated by the arrow in 
FIG. 8. This turns the crank 193 and elevates the bar 
1% and latch bar 181 to release the gate 178. The dis 
play paper in the door is then dispensed through the open 
bottom of the door so that all papers in the machine 
can be dispensed under the control of the dispensing 
mechanism. 
The vending machine is coin controlled and, as shown 

in FIGS. 1 and 3, the machine has a coin receiving slot 
211 in the front panel 29, which slot is connected through 
a coin chute 212 shown in phantom in FIG. 3, to a coin 
mechanism designated generally by the numeral 213. 
Coins discharged from the coin mechanism pass through 
a chute 214 into a coin collection box 215. The coin 
collection box is advantageously positioned to underlie ' 
the door 3d when the latter is closed, and the door is 
arranged to be locked in its closed position as by a 
lock 216 to prevent unauthorized removal of the papers 
from the machine, or removal of the coin boX 215. The 
coin mechanism 213 is shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 and 
includes spaced plates 218 and 219 which deline a coin 
chute therebetween. One of the plates 219 has a slot 
221 therein and a coin stop finger 222 is mounted on 
a bracket 223 to project into the slot and stop a coin 
designated C in proper position therein. As shown the 
stop linger 222 can be adjustably positioned along the 
slot 221, as in different openings 224, to adapt the ma 
chine for operation with different denominations of coins, 
or with different numbers of coins. The bracket 223 is 
supported for limited shifting movement away from the 
plate 219 and, as shown, is mounted on pins 226 and 
yieldably urged toward the plate 219 by springs 227 (see 
FlG. 4). The coin chute plates 218 and 219 have a 
slot 22S in one edge and a toggle 231 is formed with 
a detector linger 232 which is adapted to project into 
the slot 22S to detect the presence of the proper coin in 
the chute. The toggle 231 is pivotally mounted inter 
mediate its ends on a pin 235 and has a linger 236 at 
its other end arranged to engage a striker 237 on the 
bracket 223 to shift the bracket away from the plate 219 
and to withdraw the coin stop 222 from the chute. The 
toggle 231 is connected through a link 241, bell crank 
2112 and link 243 to a crank 244. The crank is attached 
to a rod 245 which is rotatably mounted at one end in the 
end wall 26 and at the other end in a bracket 247 for 
movement about a generally horizontal axis paralleling 
the front of the machine. An arm 248 is attached to the 
other end of the rod 245 and engages a cam plate 251 
attached to the carriage. The cam plate 251 is best 
shown in FIG. 6 and has a íirst dwell portion 251e ar 
ranged to engage the arm 24S and support the same 
when the carriage is in its fully retracted position shown 
in FIG. 6. The dwell portion 251a is arranged so as 
to support the aforementioned toggle 251 in an inter 
mediate position shown in FIG. 3, when the arm 24S. 
engages the dwell 251g. The cam plate also has a notch 
251b defining a stop. As the carriage 45 moves for~ 
wardly in a dispensing stroke, the arm 248 can drop into 
the notch and turn the toggle 231 in a counter-clockwise 
direction as viewed in FIG. 3, so that the coin detector 
linger 232 can enter the notch 228 in the coin chute. 
If a coin is present in the coin mechanism, the detector 
finger does not move all the way into the notch and in 
turn supports the arm 243 so that it does not engage 
the stop 2511;. Alternatively, if no coin, or if a coin 
of the wrong denomination is present in the slot, the linger 
232 can move all the way into the slot 22S so that the 
arm 243 will drop into the notch 251b and engage the 
stop to prevent further forward movement of the car 
riage. It, as previously described, the proper coin is 
in the coin mechanism, the arm 248 does not drop into 
the slot but instead engages the cam face 251e which 
cams the arm upwardly to a level somewhat higher than 
the cam face 25101. This turns the toggle 231 in a clock 
wise direction from the position shown in FIG. 3 and 
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moves the finger 236 against the striker 237 to withdraw 
the coin stop 222 from the coin chute and allow the coin 
to drop into the box 215. At the completion of the dis 
pensing stroke, the carriage returns to the position shown 
in FIG. 6 and the cam face 251:1 returns the arm 24S 
to an intermediate position to support the toggle 231 
in the position shown in FIG. 3. 
The vending machnie is advantageously arranged so 

as to prevent the entrance of coins into the coin slot 211 
whenever the dispensing carriage 45 is not in its proper 
retracted position, and to also prevent introduction of 
coins after the display paper has been dispensed from 
the door. For this purpose, an arm 255 is positioned 
to overlie the lever 164 and is attached to a rod 256 
which is rotatably supported in a bracket 257 for move 
ment about a generally horizontal axis paraileling the 
side wall 26. An arm 258 is attached to the other end 
of the rod 256 and carries a stop plate 259 which is mova 
ble into and out of a position overlyingr the coin slot 
211. The arm is normally positioned as shown in FIG l 
with the plate uncovering the opening 211. As the car 
riage 45 is moved forwardly in a dispensing stroke, the 
lever 164 is elevated in the manner previously described 
and moves the arm 258 and plate 259 to a position 
blocking the coin slot 211, to thereby prevent the intro 
duction of coins until the carriage returns to its normal 
position. 
A latch plate 261 is pivotally mounted by a pin 262 

on the guide plate 192 and the rod 188 engages the latch 
plate to normally hold the same in a raised position 
shown in FIG. 9, when the rod 188 is raised. Upon 
exhaustion of the stack of papers on the tray 76, the 
rod 138 drops and the latch plate 261 moves downwardly 
to the position shown in FIG. 1l, suiiicient clearance 
being provided around the pivot pin 262 to permit the 
latch plate to swing about the pin 262 as the rod 188 
moves downwardly in the slot 191. The latch plate has 
a cam nose 261a (see FIGS. l1 and l2) at the under 
side, and which nose overlies the rod 255 when the lever 
164 is in its lowered position, as shown in FIG. l1. 
When the carriage is moved forwardly in a dispensing 
stroke after the stack of papers on the tray 76 has been 
exhausted, to dispense the paper in the door 39, the 
lever 164 elevates the arm 255 and cams the latch plate 
261 in a counter-clockwise direction until the arm 255 
clears the nose portion 216]) on the latch plate. When 
the lever 164 is thereafter lowered, the arm 255 remains 
supported on the nose 261b of the latch plate to thereby 
hold the arm in a position blocking the coin slot. With 
this arrangement it will be noted that the presser ñnger 
73 performs the additional function of also controlling 
operation of the coin slot, and that the coin slot is not 
permanently closed until after the display paper has been 
dispensed from the door. 
As best shown in FIG. 5, the tray 76 is formed with 

an opening 281 for receiving the presser finger ’73 when 
the last paper has been dispensed from the stack, to allow 
downward movement of the same and the tray is also 
formed with a slot 282 for receiving the feed linger 36, 
to prevent dulling of the feed finger during movement 
through a dispensing stroke after the last paper has been 
dispensed from the stack. In order to inhibit sliding of 
the stack of papers on the tray, a means, such as a rubber 
button 283, is provided on the upper surface of the tray 
to engage the bottom of the stack and to inhibit sliding 
movement of the same. 
From the foregoing it is thought that the construction 

and operation of the vending machine will be readily 
understood. The machine is loaded by ñrst opening the 
door 3€) and then moving the handle 105 to release the 
latch and elevate the levers 103 to thereby lower the 
tray support arms 95. The tray 76 moves downwardly as 
the arms 95 are lowered and the stack of papers is 
positioned on the tray with the folded edge of the stack 
disposed at the rear and overlying the offset 77 in the 
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tray. The arms are thereafter elevated by moving the 
lever 163 back to the position shown in FIG. 2 and 
the springs 93 apply a pressure to the tray sui'licient to 
counterbalance the weight of the stack of papers and to 
press the top paper against the panel 2S with a slight pres 
sure. The top paper in the stack pushes the presser arm 
73 upwardly to thereby elevate the rod 88, and elevating 
of the rod moves the latch plate 261 to its inoperative 
position shown in FIG. 9 and also moves the finger 201 
out of the path of movement of the bracket 55 on the 
carriage. The display paper is then positioned in the 
pocket on the front door 39 and the gate 173 at the 
lower end of the door is latched in its closed position by 
the bar 181. 

In order to remove a paper from the stack, a coin is 
inserted into the slot 21‘1 `and the knob 58 then pulled 
forwardly. As the carriage 45 moves forwardly, the 
follower 65 on the «arm 33 drops off the shelf 64 and the 
spring 21 moves the arm and the feed linger downwardly 
with ya snap l‘action to impale the feed finger into the end 
paper. As the feed finger advances, the follower engages 
the cam surface 67 which positively forces the feed 
finger 36 downwardly `and further impales the same in 
the paper. At this point, the arm 131 on the carriage 
>operates the lever 121 to depress the tray 76 a short 
distance fsuflicient `to at least partially relieve the pres 
sure between the stack of papers and the panel and 
thereby facilitate movement of the end paper off the 
stack. At the completion of the dispensing stroke, the 
feed finger 36 is retracted from the paper and out of the 
slot 37 by the cam plate 69. 
At the beginning of «the dispensing stroke, the stop pin 

141 is in its lower position `and projects in front of the 
top papers in the stack to lock the top papers against 
withdrawal, `and the gate 156 is locked in its closed posi 
tion by the arm 159. During the initial movement of 
the carriage through a dispensing stroke, the roller 151 
carried by the carriage openates the lever 164 to move the 
arm 159 out of its gate locking position. The latch 
148 is `arranged relative to the finger 133 on lever 121 
such that the stop pin is not moved out yof position in 
front of the stack until after the stop 251b on the cam 
plate 251 has pressed the arm 248, to prevent release of 
the stop pin except when <a coin of proper denomination 
is in the coin mechanism. Continued forward movement 
»of the carriage 45 elevates the inner end of the lever 
121 and thus raises the stop pin out of position in front 
yof the stack of papers. ‘In addition, elevating of the lever 
164 closes the coin slot as previously described. After 
the dispensing mechanism has moved the end paper a 
preselected distance off the stack, the finger 133 on the 
lever passes out of engagement with the latch 148 on the 
|arm 142 to 4allow the stop pin 141 to move downwardly 
`and ride on the top paper on the stack. When the 
stack of papers on the tray 'has been exhausted, the 
presser finger 73 moves downward-ly and allows the rod 
138 to drop. During the subsequent dispensing stroke, 
the `bracket 55 on the carriage 45 engages the pin 201 
on the rod 188 to turn the rod yand thereby release the 
latch bar 181 to `open the gate 178. Movement of the 
canriage through ya. dispensing stroke `after the last paper 
has been dispensed from the stack also elevates the 
lever 164 to raise the arm 255 above the latch plate 261, 
to thereby lock ‘the coin slot control in its closed position. 

I claim: 
l. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines and 

the like comprising, a dispensing panel, a newspaper sup 
port tray for supporting a stack `of papers with one end 
face of the stack substantially paralleling said panel, 
means yieldably urging said support tnay toward said 
panel to «advance »the tray toward the panel as the stack 
is depleted and for pressing the stack against the panel 
with a suiiîcient pressure to compact the end paper 
against the panel, a feed finger mounted for movement 
in a direction :transverse to said panel to impale the end 
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paper in the stack and also mounted for movement 
through a dispensing stroke along «a path generally par 
allel to the panel to move the end paper off the stack, 
tray shifting means engageable with said 'support tray in 
all operative positions thereof -for shifting lthe support 
tray a preselected ldistance from the position to which 
fthe tray is ladvanced by said yieldable means and in a 
direction away from said panel suñicient to at least par 
tially relieve said pressure between the end paper and 
the panel, and' means operative during movement of said 
feed ñnger through said dispensing stroke for operating 
said tray shifting> means Ito facilitate movement of the 
end paper relative to the panel and off the end of the 
stack, said tray shifting means including a rack bar par 
alleling the path of movement of the support tray, a 
pawl on the tray, land means for moving the rack bar in 
`a direction to engage the pawl and thereafter move the 
pawl ̀ and tray away from the panel. 

2. A mac’hine for vending newspapers, magazines and 
the like comprising, a housing having lan elongated dis 
pensing opening therein, 'a panel in said housing adjacent 
said dispensing opening, paper support means for sup 
porting «a stack of papers in said housing with one edge 
paralleling said dispensing opening Iand for yieldably 
urging fthe stack of papers 'toward said panel to press the 
face of the end paper in the stack «against said panel with 
sufñcient pressure Ito compact the end paper, said panel 
having yan elongated slot therein extending transverse to 
said dispensing opening and laterally otïset la substantial 
distance to one side of the *center of said stack, a dis 
pensing mechanism for moving the end paper crosswise 
of «the stack with a twisting motion to separate the end 
paper from the paper ladjacent thereto, said dispensing 
mechanism comprising va single feed iinger mounted for 
reciproca-tory movement Ilongitudinally of said sot, man 
ually operable means for moving said feed ñnger toward 
and away from said dispensing opening, means opera 
tive when the feed finger is moved toward said dispensing 
opening for extending the feed finger through «the slot 
to impale the end paper in the stack, the path of mov-e 
ment of said feed linger being laterally offset a substan 
tial distance from the center of Íthe stack to effect move 
Vment of the end paper relative to the stack withl a twisting 
motion and to project >a 'corne-r of «the paper through 
said dispensing opening, and means operative when said 
feed ñnger is extended for shifting said paper support 
means away from ̀ the panel suíiicient to at least partially 
relieve said pressure between the end paper and the panel 
and thereby facilitate movement of the end paper rela 
tive to the panel Iand oli the end of the stack. 

3. The combination of claim 2. including a smooth 
presser iinger mounted for engagement with the hace 
of the end paper in .the stack at a point laterally offset 
a substantial distance to the other side ofthe center of 
the stack to provide a pivot point for the end paper as 
it is moved off the stack with a twisting motion. 

4. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines and 
the like comprising, a housing having a dispensing open 
ing therein, a panel in said housing and extending to a 
point adjacent said opening, a paper support tray in 
said housing mounted for movement toward and away 
from said panel, means yieldably urging said tray toward 
said panel fro 'advance a stack of papers to the panel and 
for pressing the ñace of the end paper on the stack against 
said panel with a pressure suiiicient to compact the end 
paper, a feed ñnger mounted for movement in a direction 
transverse to said panel 'no impale the end paper in the 
stack and also mounted. for movement through a dis 
pensing stroke along a path generally parallel to said 
panel to move the end paper ofi the stack and partially 
through said opening, manually operable means mounted 
for reciprocation- on said panel for moving said feed 
finger through said dispensing stroke, a pawl attached to 
said tray, a rack positioned alongside the path of move 
ment of said pawl and mounted for movement in a direc 
tion to engage the pawl and thereafter move the pawl 
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and tray in la direction away from the panel a distance 
suñicient to at least partially relieve said pressure be 
tween the end paper and the panel, and rack operating 
means responsive to movement of said manually oper 
able means for moving said rack `to relieve the pressure 
between the end paper and the panel after the feed ñnger 
implales the end paper. 

5. 'The combination of claim 4 wherein said rack oper 
ating means includes `a lever mounted for pivotal move 
ment intermediate its ends, said lever having one end 
portion engaging said rack, and an arm pivotally attached 
tto said manually operable means and engaging the other 
end of said lever for moving the latter in response to 
reciprocation of said manu-ally operable means. 

6. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines and 
the like comprising, a housing having a dispensing open 
ing therein, a dispensing mechanism mounted in said hous 
ing, above the bottom thereof, a newspaper support tray 
for supporting and elevating a stack of papers, guide 
means mounting said tray for vertical movement in said 
housing toward and away from said dispensing mech 
anism, a pair of arms mounted for vertical swinging move 
ment on said housing adjacent opposite ends of said tray, 
a tension spring connecting each arm to a respective end 
of the tray to yieldably urge thetray upwardly toward the 
dispensing mechanism when the arms are elevated, a 
lever attached to each arm for elevating and lowering the 
same, a cross bar connecting said levers to effect simul 
taneous and equal movement of said levers and the arms 
connected thereto, said arms being operative when low 
ered to relieve the tension on said springs and thereby 
allow the tray to move downwardly for loading a stack 
of papers and operative when moved upwardly to tension 
said springs to yieldably urge the tray and the stack of 
papers thereon toward the dispensing mechanism, and 
means for selectively locking said arms in the upper posi 
tion thereof. 

7. The combination of claim 6 wherein said locking 
means includes a handle mounted on said cross-bar for 
turning relative thereto and latch members connected to 
said handle to thereby enable operation of said latch mem 
bers and movement of said levers with one hand. 

8. The combination of claim 6 wherein said guide 
means includes a lazy-tongs mechanism connected to said 
tray and to said housing. 

9. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines and 
the like comprising, a housing defining an enclosure hav 
ing a dispensing opening therein, means for supporting a 
stack of papers in said housing, a dispensing mechanism 
in said housing operable to move a paper olf the stack and 
through sad opening, detector means operative to detect 
when the last paper is dispensed from said stack, said 
housing having a display opening therein, means including 
a movable gate for supporting a paper separate from said 
stack and behind said display opening, means for holding 
said gate in a closed position, and means operatively con 
nected to said detector means and to said dispensing mech 
anism for opening said gate in response to operation of 
said dispensing mechanism after the last paper has been 
dispensed from said stack. 

10. The combination of claim 9 wherein said vending 
machine is coin controlled and includes a coin slot, and 
means operatively associated with said detector means and 
responsive to operation of said dispensing mechanism after 
the last paper has been dispensed from the stack for clos 
ing said coin slot. 

11. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines and 
the like comprising, a housing defining an enclosure hav 
ing spaced sides, a top and a door hingedly mounted at the 
front, said housing having a dispensing opening therein, 
means for supporting a stack of papers in said housing, a 
dispensing mechanism in said housing operative to move 
an end paper off the stack and through said dispensing 
opening, said door having a View opening therein and 
means including a gate for supporting a newspaper on the 
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door behind said view opening, means for locking said 
gate in a paper supporting position, means for detecting 
when the last paper is dispensed off the stack, and means 
operatively associated with said detecting means and with 
said dispensing mechanism for releasing said locking 
means in response to operation of said dispensing mech 
anism after the last paper has been dispensed from the 
stack. 

12. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines and 
the like comprising, a housing liavin<7 an elongated dis 
pensing opening therein, a panel in said housing adjacent 
said dispensing opening, paper support means for support 
ing a stack of papers in said housing with one edge paral 
leling said dispensing opening and for yieldably urging the 
stack of papers toward said panel to press the face of the 
end paper in the stack against said panel with sufficient 
pressure to compact the end paper, said panel having an 
elongated slot therein extending transverse to said dis 
pensing opening and laterally of`A set a substantial distance 
to one side of the center of said stack, a dispensing mech 
anism for moving the end paper crosswise of the stack 
with a twisting motion to separate the end paper from 
the paper adjacent thereto, said dispensing mechanism 
comprising a single feed finger mounted for reciprocatory 
movement longitudinally of said slot, manually operable 
means for moving said feed linger toward and away from 
said dispensing opening, means operative when the feed 
finger is moved toward said dispensing opening for extend 
ing the feed finger through the slot to impale the end paper 
in the stack, the path of movement of said feed finger be 
ing laterally offset a substantial distance from the center 
of the stack to effect movement of the end paper relative 
to the stack with a twisting motion and to project a corner 
of the paper through said dispensing opening, a detector 
finger mounted to yieldably engage the face of the end 
paper on the stack at a point laterally offset a substantial 
distance to the other side of the center of the stack to pro 
vide a pivot point for the end paper at it is moved off the 
stack with a twisting motion, said vending machine includ 
ing a coin operated mechanism for controlling operation 
of said manually operable means and a coin slot for feed 
ing coins to said coin operated mechanism and means 
operatively connected to said detector linger for closing 
said coin slot after all the papers have been dispensed from 
the stack. 

13. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines and 
the like comprising, a housing having an elongated dis 
pensing opening therein, a dispensing panel in said hous 
ing adjacent said dispensing opening, a paper support 
panel mounted in said housing for movement toward and 
away from said dispensing panel, means yieldably urging 
said support panel toward said dispensing panel with suf 
ficient pressure to compact the end paper in the stack, 
said dispensing panel having an elongated slot therein 
extending transverse to said dispensing opening and later 
ally offset a substantial distance to one side of the cen 
ter of the stack, a dispensing mechanism for moving 
the end paper crosswise of the stack with a twisting 
motion to separate the end paper from the paper adjacent 
thereto, said dispensing mechanism comprising a single 
feed finger mounted for reciproeatory movement lon 
gitudinally of said slot, manually operable means for 
moving the feed finger toward and away from said dis 
pensing opening, means operative when the feed finger is 
moved toward said dispensing opening for extending the 
feed finger through the slot to impale the end paper in 
the stack, the path of movement of said single feed 
finger being laterally offset a substantial distance from 
the center of the stack to effect movement of the feed 
finger relative to the stack with a twisting motion and to 
project a corner of the paper through said dispensing 
opening, support panel shifting means engageable with 
only one end of said support panel at said one side of the 
center of the stack operable to shift said one end of the 
support panel away from said dispensing panel a dis 
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tance sufiicient to at least partially relieve said pressure 
between the end paper and the stack, and means opera 
tive when the feed finger is extended toward said dispens 
ing opening for operating said support panel shifting 
means. 

14. The combination of claim 13 including a smooth 
presser finger mounted for engagement with the end paper 
in the stack at a point laterally offset a substantial distance 
to the other side of the center of the stack to provide a 
pivot point for the end paper as it is moved off the stack 
with a twisting motion. 

l5. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines 
and the like comprising, a housing having a face wall and 
an elongated dispensing opening in said face wall, a dis 
pensing mechanism including a slide mounted for recipro 
cation along a path .transverse to said `face wall, a feed 
finger mounted on said slide for movement therewith to 
ward and away from said dispensing opening, means for 
supporting and advancing a stack 0f papers to said feed 
finger, means for reciprocating said slide, said means in 
cluding means yieldably urging said slide in a direction 
away from said face wall to retract the slide, an elongated 
element mounted on said slide for sliding movement rela 
tive thereto in a direction paralleling the path of movement 
of the slide, resilient means disposed between said slide and 
said element yieldably urging said element relative to 
said slide in one direction toward said face wall, stop 
means on said element and said slide limiting movement 
of said element relative to said slide in said one direction, 
said element extending through said face wall for manual 
operation to extend the slide toward said face wall, said 
element being laterally flexible and resilient to bend when 
substantial llateral pressure is applied thereto and being 
suñiciently stiff to normally maintain a general straight 
configuration when pulled or pushed in an axial direction, 
said resilient means between said slide and said element 
being adapted to yield when said element is pushed to 
avoid damage to the machine. 

16. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines 
and the like comprising, a housing having a dispensing 
opening therein, a dispensing mechanism mounted in said 
housing above the bottom thereof, a generally horizontal 
newspaper support tray for supporting and elevating a 
stack of papers to said dispensing mechanism, guide 
means mounting said tray for vertical movement in the 
housing toward and away from said dispensing opening, 
a pair of arms mounted for vertical swinging movement 
on said housing adjacent opposite ends of said tray, a 
tension spring connecting each arm to a respective end 
of the tray to yieldably urge the tray upwardly toward the 
dispensing mechanism when the arms are elevated, means 
operable to elevate and lower said arms in unison, said 
arms being operative when lowered to relieve the tension 
on the springs and thereby allow the tray to move down 
wardly for loading a stack of papers and operative when 
moved upwardly to tension said springs to yieldably urge 
said tray and the stack of papers thereon toward said dis 
pensing mechanism, and means for selectively locking 
said arms in the upper position thereof. 

17. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines 
and the llike comprising, a housing having a dispensing 
opening therein, a dispensing mechanism mounted in said 
housing above the bottom thereof, a generally horizontal 
newspaper support tray for supporting and elevating a 
stack of papers to said dispensing mechanism, guide 
means mounting said tray for vertical movement in the 
housing toward and away from said dispensing opening, 
a pair of arms mounted for vertical swinging movement 
on said housing adjacent opposite ends of said tray, a 
tension spring connecting each arm to a respective end 
of the tray to yieldably urge the tray upwardly toward 
the dispensing mechanism when the arms are elevated, 
means operable to elevate and lower said arms in unison, 
said arms being operative when lowered to relieve the 
tension on the springs and thereby allow the tray to move 
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downwardly for loading a stack of papers and operative 
when moved upwardly to tension said springs to yieldably 
urge said tray and the stack of papers thereon toward said 
dispensing mechanism, a toothed sector plate concentric 
with the pivot axis of said arms, and a pawl engageable 
with said sector during elevating of said arms to prevent 
retrograde movement of the arms, ̀ as the arms are moved 
upwardly. 

18. The combination of claim 16 including a lazy 
tongs assembly for maintaining said tray generally hori 
zontal as it moves toward and from said dispensing 
mechanism, said lazy tongs assembly having pairs of rela 
tively crossing pivotally interconnected links attached to` 
said tray and to said housing. 

19. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines 
and the like comprising, a housing de‘ining an enclosure 
having a dispensing opening therein, means for support 
ing a stack of papers in said housing, a dispensing mecha~ 
nism in said housing operable to move a paper oit the 
stach and through said opening, detector means operable 
to detect when the last paper is dispensed from the stack, 
said housing having'a display opening therein, means 
»for supporting a display paper separate from said stack 
and behind said display opening, means operatively con 
nected to said detector means and to said dispensing 
mechanism for dispensing said display paper in response 
to operation of said dispensing mechanism after the last 
paper has been dispensed from said stack. 

20. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines 
and the like comprising, a housing having a dispensing 
opening therein, means supporting a stack of papers in 
the housing, a reciprocable dispensing mechanism opera 
tive when moved toward the dispensing opening to en 
gage the end paper on the stack and slide the same at 
‘least part-way off the stack and through the opening, a 
member mounted to extend between the lead edge of the 
end paper and the dispensing opening and into the path 
of movement of the end paper toward said dispensing 
opening to restrain the end paper against withdrawal, 
and means responsive to movement of said dispensing 
mechanism tov/ard said dispensing opening for sequential 
ly moving the member out of the path of movement of 
the end paper to allow movement of the same by said 
dispensing mechanism and for moving the member into 
engagement with the end paper after a short movement 
of the end paper and before the dispensing mechanism 
has completed its movement toward the dispensing open 
ing whereby the member is operative to move into the 
path of the next adjacent paper upon withdrawal of the 
end paper. 

21. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines 
and the like comprising, a housing having a dispensing 
opening therein, means for supporting a stack of papers 
in said housing, a dispensing mechanism including a feed 
finger mounted for movement across the face of the end 
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paper on the stach toward and away from the dispensing 
opening, means responsive to movement of the feed 
finger toward the dispensing opening for extending the 
feed ringer into engagement with the end paper to move 
the same at least partial-ly oit the stack and through the 
opening, an arm mounted for swinging movement in a 
plane generally parallel to the path of movement of the 
feed finger, a member mounted on said arm to extend be 
t een the lead edge of t! e end paper and the dispensing 
opening and into the path of movement of the end paper 
toward said dispensing opening to restrain `the end paper 
against withdrawal, and means responsive to movement 
of the feed linger toward said dispensing opening for 
moving the member out of the path of movement of the 
end paper to allow movement of the same by said dis 
pensing mechanism and for moving said member into 
engagement with the end paper after a short movement of 
the end paper and before the Íeed iinger has completed 
its movement toward the dispensing opening whereby the 
member is operative to move into the path of the next 
adjacent paper upon withdrawal of the end paper. 

22. A machine for vending newspapers, magazines and 
the like comprising, a housing having a dispensing open 
ing therein, means for supporting a stack of papers in 
said housing, a dispensing mechanism including a feed 
finger mounted for movement across the face of the end 
paper in the stack toward and away from said opening, 
means responsive to movement of the feed ringer toward 
the dispensing opening for extending the feed finger into 
engagement with the end paper to move the same at least 
partially oí the stack and through the opening, a mem 
ber mounted to extend between the lead edge of the end 
paper and the dispensing opening and into the path of 
movement ot the end paper «toward the dispensing open 
ing to restrain the end paper against withdrawal, and 
means responsive to movement ̀ of the feed finger toward 
said dispensing opening for moving said member out of 
the path of movement of the end paper on the stack to 
allow movement ̀ of the same by said dispensing mecha 
nism and for moving said member into engagement with 
the end paper on the stack after a short movement of 
the end paper whereby the member is operative to move 
into the path of the next adjacent paper upon withdrawal 
of the end paper. 
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